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Here at Sycamore Process Engineering we are the experts in CIP systems, we’ve made them large 

and small for a range of industries and companies of all sizes.  We’ve taken this combined 

knowledge to produce a compact designed, fully-automatic CIP System, housed in a shipping       

container to produce a fully mobile system. 

 Improve Productivity  
Reduce uptime on in-take bays and maximise 
tanker unload opportunities. 

 

 Distance proficiency   
Increase efficiency on site with a modern CIP set 
that is located next to the tanker bay reducing 
energy and chemical consumption by           
maintaining minimal distances of pipework.  
 

 Reduce on-site health and safety risks 
Work is carried out in a clean and controlled    
environment away from busy production areas. 
 

 Utilise site footprint 
Provides a CIP system to suit your requirements 
in a convenient location on site to maximise 
production facility space. 

BENEFITS 

WHY CHOOSE SYCAMORE’S CONTAINERISED CIP SYSTEM? 

CONTAINERISED CIP SYSTEM 

 Remote and independent data logging     
facility with simple human interface (HMI) 
which can be used by the transport compa-
nies and accessed by a unique user code to 
ensure all cleans are logged / itemised and 
can be allocated where required. 

 
 Efficient Installation 

No rigorous planning procedures for a     
container. The unit will be delivered to site 
to plug in and play. 
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CONTAINERISED CIP SYSTEM 

 Partitioned Steel Container  
‘Dry Side’ containing the MCC/Control Panel with hygienic       
extra-grip flooring; and ‘Wet Side’ for the CIP System and Bund. 
 

 Additional highlights 
Easy clean white interior cladding fitted with durable eco LED 
lighting; control system with 21.5” Touchscreen Monitor with 
(optional) connection for remote service of the plant; (optional) 
work bench. 
 

 End-to-end management 
Full design, manufacture, electrical and automation set up    
completed in our Somerset workshop to minimise on-site time 
for installation, testing and commissioning  
  

 External Flow Plate 
Mounted in the wall of the container in a safe and accessible   
position and used to connect and route CIP solutions to and from 
your tanker/object requiring cleaning.  
 

 Ventilation  
Louvres to maintain airflow and vent any hazardous vapours  
outside the container.  
 

 Customisable / upgradable to suit site requirements around 
steam heating or electrical heating / larger or smaller vessel    
sizes / number of vessels etc. 

* see supporting CIP brochure for further information 

FEATURES 
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WHY SYCAMORE? 

Customers are our core and the work we do means as much to us as it does to you. We want to feel like 

part of the team and integrate into your business for seamless communication and delivery with: 

 Great communication via regular meetings 

 A team dedicated to the project 

 Working collaboratively and finding solutions for your problems  

 An open, honest, and transparent approach  

 

We’ve more than 30 years’ experience in Dairy, food and beverage industries and have successfully         

delivered CIP Systems for several market leading companies. We’ve combined knowledge from other      

industries like pharmaceutical and aerospace to ensure our systems are innovative and ahead of             

competition.  
 

Shared passion for sustainability and a commitment to delivering minimum product wastage and           

maximum energy efficiency based on the knowledge gained in installing previous CIP Systems. 
 

Made in Britain, with inhouse design and manufacturing at our Headquarters in Somerset.  

ENGINEERING PEACE OF MIND 

More at: www.sycamoreprocessengineering.co.uk/containerised-cip-system  


